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Thought for the week:
‘To thine own self be true, and it must follow, as the night the day, thou
canst not then be false to any man.’ William Shakespeare
our first of our ‘off-line’ day where pupils engaged in a
variety of different activities, including baking,
writing, reading, creating music, dancing and enjoying
the outdoors. Pupils in our community classrooms
enjoyed some physical exercise in the sports hall, arts
and crafts in the art rooms and relished the chance to
be creative!

Principal’s Message
In the final week of this half-term, we have seen the
best participation rates for online learning so far with
92% of primary pupils engaging online and 97% of
secondary pupils. This is testament to the hard work of
our pupils and your support, which is so vital now to
ensure that learning continues, even while school
remains closed to most.
As well as making our way through the curriculum, we
have celebrated Shakespeare this week, with all pupils
in secondary phase watching a theatre performance of
the play they are studying. Watching a play in
performance helps with understanding and with
critically responding to the text. It’s also a great
experience to hear the richness and wisdom of
Shakespeare’s words performed by professionals.
We’ve been able to do this thanks to technology and
the devices we have managed to get out to many of our
pupils.
On this note, we have received a number of donations
of laptops, which we are incredibly grateful for –
providing devices to our pupils makes such a
difference, as they are able to participate fully in our
online live and pre-recorded lessons.
We recommend practical learning too, away from
computer screens – so Friday 12th February marked

As half-term approaches, I just wanted to ensure that
all our pupils know they can still get in touch via our
support email: vic.support@arkvictoria.org or through
the Edukit app. There is a variety of useful resources
and websites on our school website for keeping safe
online. Parents too can make contact by emailing the
school: info@arkvictoria.org
We hope to have news about wider re-opening after the
half-term break and will let you know as soon as we
can.
Even though, there is some uncertainty in the shortterm, we are busy planning for the next academic year
and I am pleased to be able to tell you that by
September 2021 we will have a new purpose built
Nursery with outdoor play and protective canopy. We
will also have a fully stocked secondary school library,
with a computer hub and a Y11 Study Centre. This
centre will be used to host masterclasses and careers
presentations and really support Y11 students to get
the best possible grades and pathways for post 16
education.
There is so much to look forward, not least to having
all our pupils back into school. The current context is
challenging, but it is temporary and just as spring
follows winter, we will again open our doors to all our
pupils, so long as it is safe to do so – in the meantime,
we’ll reconnect online after the half-term break.
I wish you all a happy, healthy, peaceful half-term
break and look forward to seeing all our pupils online
on Monday 22nd February.
Ms E. McSorley, Principal
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A huge well done to all of our pupils, families and staff
for making it through such a challenging half term.
Not only have we made it through, but thanks to
everybody’s hard work there has been so much to
celebrate.
I have been very proud of all of our pupils, from
Nursery to Year 6, who have worked hard with their
remote learning. There have been so many smiling
faces in live meetings and good quality work uploaded
onto SeeSaw. I especially loved listening to videos of
children reading their books at home so beautifully. I
am also very proud of our parents and families who
have supported the children with their home learning.
We know how difficult this can be and we thank you
for continuing to work with us to ensure the children
get the best possible learning experience during this
lockdown. And finally, I am really proud of all the staff
at Ark Victoria who have worked so hard for the
children in their care. They are so dedicated and want
the very best for every pupil. I think everyone deserves
a well-earned rest this holiday!
If you didn’t join in this week, then please join our live
family fitness workout with our very own Joe Wickes –
Mr Keen – every Monday from 1pm. We hope to see
as many of you joining us as possible as exercising is
very good for your physical and mental health
especially if you have been sat down working hard all
morning!

We have been really pleased to be able to give out
devices to a number of our families who requested
them. We were also lucky to have 20 laptops donated
by a law firm that support a tutoring company that we
work with, as well as some generous donations form
parents. If you have requested a device and haven’t
received one yet, we will let you know as soon as one
becomes available.
I know it will be difficult to find things to do this half
term, but I hope you manage to find time to rest, relax
and spend time as a family. I would encourage you to
continue to read with your child every day – a child
that reads, or is read to, for 20 minutes every day will
hear over 2 million words in a year which is amazing!
There are lots of online books available through MyOn,
Oxford Owl and The Oak Academy for you to access for
free. Please take photos of your child reading and send
them in for our reading challenge.
Please stay safe over half term and we will update you
with any news on school reopening following the
government announcement on February 22nd.
Take care
Mrs Twort

Key Messages to Primary Parents
•

Nursery

We are working so hard in nursery, whether we are still
working at home or we have returned to school. We
know all our phonics picture cards now. We are
learning to write letter sounds and numbers up to 10.

We have been running our parent meetings every week
this half term and thank you to those parents who have
attended, your feedback is always valued. We plan to
run parent workshops, starting with a reading
workshop with Miss Judge, next half term.
Following parent feedback, we are extending our
nursery hours and are able to offer a limited number
of free 30 hour places. If you are entitled to 30 hours
free childcare and would be interested in a place for
your child then please reply to the e mail from Miss
Green.
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As it is pancake day in the half term holidays, we set
the children a task to make
pancakes and choose their
own toppings. Lots of
children made them at
home.

•

Year 1

Year 1 made people with things they found around the
house.

Made by Zoya A
In the nursery we taste tested
different toppings. We loved
the chocolate and cream, but
we weren’t so sure about the
lemon.
•

Reception

Reception have been
very busy working
hard
with
their
Phonics,
Maths,
English and Topic
work. Children are
starting to understand
how to innovate and
change parts of our
focus story, which is
developing their imagination and creativity. Reception
are doing very well with one more and one fewer within
15, they are showing great confidence with this concept
and using resources like a number track to support
them
with
their
learning. We have
seen some brilliant
number and letter
formation this week,
the
children
are
working so hard and
we are so proud of
them! Well done
Reception!

•

Year 2

In Year 2, we have been writing with the reader in
mind. Syrus (2T) has used varied sentence openers,
expanded noun phrases and commas in a list to keep
the reader engaged. He also drew a picture of the
rainforest that he described!
Ayaan in 2S has been working
hard to engage the reader with
his writing. He has listened
very carefully to feedback and
is making big improvements in
his handwriting and the quality
of his written work.
Arisha
(2Z)
has
been
expressing her artistic flare by creating a lovely
painting. She has also created a pencil pot to keep all
her stationery safe. What a lovely idea!
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•

Year 3

Shaimaa H

Year 3 were asked to make a model of an earthquake
proof building using the knowledge they gained from
their Geography unit on Earthquakes earlier this half
term. Well done to the winner and runner up who will
be receiving their prizes when we return to school.

A model of her mother whom
she admires for helping her with
her work and caring for her,

The winning project was made by Mohammed I in 3
Watt.

•

Year 5

Pupils in year 5 completed their own research project,
using a range of non-fiction texts to gather information
about endangered species (inspired by the plot in their
class novel, The Last Wild). They then presented this
information in a manner of their own choosing such as
digital presentations, information posters and even
non-chronological reports. The year 5 teachers were
very impressed with their work!
•
The runner up was Ahmed A H in 3 Cadbury.

Year 6

This week, in PSHE, Year 6 have been learning about
the complex “jigsaw” of different individuals and
organisations that make up our community. We’ve
seen this idea displayed in some incredibly creative
ways, including this amazing piece of digital art from
Jafna A in 6 Tolkien. It really brightened up her
teachers’ day and showed an excellent understanding
of the diversity of our community
Year 6 pupils have been demonstrating our school
value of kindness with messages like these sent in to
their teachers.

•

Year 4

In 4 Yousafzai the children were asked to create an
image of someone they admire in any medium.
We had lots of lovely
sculptors and the reasons
why they are admire that
person.
Ayaan A
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AVA KM Challenge

Remote learning
We are very pleased with how pupils in Year 7-11 have
engaged with their remote learning over the half term.
There have been many highlights, such as excellent
participation in live lessons, high quality pieces of
work created by pupils and the rewards that pupils
have received. Please see below for further details.
If you have any questions about a specific subject,
please contact your child’s class teacher. you have any
questions about our provision, please contact Mrs Lee
(Secondary Deputy Headteacher).

Year 8 House Fitness Competition Winners!
Y8 Fitness Champions:
Tasniim, Zahra J, Taha, Shahin, Umalkhyar, Ibraheem
M, Hazrat, Ayub, Siara, Sanae, Sumaiya A

Exploring the world of Shakespeare
This week, pupils have been exploring the world of
Shakespeare through distance learning. The English
Department have offered all secondary students a live
performance for the Shakespeare plays that are being
studied. This has been an opportunity for students to
experience the nuances of the plays and the Globe
Theatre, from the comfort of their home. Year 7 have
delved into the romantic comedy of A Midsummer
Night’s Dream in an ancient Athenian forest. Year 8
have been marooned with the wizard Prospero on an
island within The Tempest. Year 9 have witnessed the
tragedy of Romeo and Juliet unfold. Years 10 and 11
have continued to enjoy the rise and fall of the
infamous Macbeth. This week has been filled with
dramatic performances and inquisitive students, the
English Department would like to thank all students
that have participated in this unique week in honour of
Shakespeare.
Consent for testing
Please can all parents complete the parental consent
for testing within School.

Secondary Shout outs!
Year 10 Sports Studies:
Iman, Zulqurnain, Abdirahman, M.Ishfaque and
Ismail.H for great engagement in their Nearpod
lesson.
Iftikar for amazing online engagement, excellent work
ethic and always improving knowledge and
understanding!
Mahdeeyah for always working hard and doing her
best, always striving to be the best version of herself!
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Year 11 Sports Studies:

Year 9 Envision Success

Al-Mujahid for improved online engagement in live
lessons

We are delighted to announce that 15 of our year 9
pupils have won the Envision ‘Community Apprentice’
challenge, having competed with two other
Birmingham schools for the past 12 weeks. Our pupils,
who named themselves ‘Team Ark Refuge’, chose to
support the Refugee Support Network and raised a
total of £385 to support refugees in our community.

Ibraheem, Nazmul & Sulieman for excellent work and
great contribution to class discussion!
Ibrahim A – Y7
Geography Work

The Envision ‘Community Apprentice Challenge’ is a
12 week programme which has been designed to help
students to develop a range of employability skills such
as communication, team work and determination.
Each school taking part in the competition is paired
with a local business so that pupils gain an insight into
the world of work and gain a range of expertise from
their business mentors. The pupils are also able to
choose a charity of their choice to support throughout
the competition. Team Ark Refuge felt very
passionately about supporting the Refugee Support
Network as it was something very close to their heart
and something they felt very strongly about.
Faheem K – Y7 RE
Work

Ibrahim R – Y7
Geography Work

The pupils have certainly grown in confidence during
their time in the competition. Zahir H, one of the year
9 pupils taking part, explains his experience: “The
main reason why I joined envision was to improve my
confidence and have something to write on my cv that
I was proud of. Envision has not failed to deliver at all:
it has improved our confidence dramatically and it has
definitely been one of the best things we have done.”
Samira B, another year 9 pupil taking part, also
explains her experience on the project: “One of my
favourite sessions was when I personally received
really good advice on how I could speak to an audience
with more confidence which I am really thankful and
grateful for. Personally, I think that the participants of
this group have all gained more courage to speak on
matters that are crucial and should be spoken about.”
There will be an opportunity for a second group of year
9 pupils to take part in Envision starting on 15th March,
so if anyone is interested, please do get in contact with
Mrs Turner who is overseeing the programme at
school. Let’s see if we can win once again!!
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Art Shout out
Abstract expressionism is the term applied to new
forms of abstract art developed by American painters
such as Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko and Willem de
Kooning in the 1940s and 1950s. It is often
characterised by gestural brushstrokes or markmaking, and the impression of spontaneity.

Mathematics Showcase work
Juwairia S Year 9

As part of Children's Mental Health week, the students
in Year 3&4 community classroom have created some
abstract/expressive paintings inspired by their
thoughts, mood, and emotions.
They also looked the action paintings created by artist
Jackson Pollock as inspiration for their work.
The outcomes were expressive, colourful, and
imaginative. The students also enjoyed the
opportunity to get a bit messy 😊.

Eiesha S Year 8

Manahil W Year 8
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Free School Meals

Click the images above to apply for free school meals.
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Recommended Read

Coding challenge

Oak National Academy have
partnered with the National
Literacy Trust to bring us the
Virtual School Library. The book
currently featured on the virtual
library is Konnie Huq’s ‘Cookie and
the Most Annoying Boy in the
World’, the first book in the Cookie
series that she both wrote and
illustrated. You can listen for free
and there is also an exclusive video from Konnie- you
can discover her top three recommended children's
books and find out more about what she enjoys about
reading in a Q&A!

The Computer Science team invite you to join the
Digital learning coding challenge! If you are interested,
please sign up by 25th February, using the link on the
poster.

We do lots of listening to
stories
at
school
and
encourage you to check out
the free books available on
Audible. As well as books for younger children like ‘The
Velveteen Rabbit’ and ‘The Wonky Donkey’, there are
also plenty of classics available to listen to including
‘Jane Eyre’, ‘Frankenstein’ and ‘Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland’. There is something for everyone to
enjoy!
myON by Renaissance is a
student-centred, personalised
literacy platform that offers
every student unlimited access
to an enhanced digital library.
Pupils at Ark Victoria from Year
5 to Year 9 now have access to
this amazing platform and are using it to read in a time
where access to books is limited. So far, we as a school
have read for 40,000 minutes!
Make sure your child is accessing myON in order to
make progress with reading and have fun.
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